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Abstract

Methods for designing coastal parapet levees have not yet been developed for design seismic ground motion based on the Japanese design standard for port facilities, and no systems that consider the levees’ dynamic characteristics have been built. This study used model testing and numerical analysis to establish a method for evaluating coastal parapet levees’ seismic performance taking their dynamic characteristics under earthquake loads into consideration. Model tests using a shaking table were performed to examine the parapet levees’ seismic responses to various design ground motions. Then the Fourier spectral ratios from the response accelerations of the ground surface and the structure were calculated to examine the levees’ frequency characteristics. The acceleration response spectra at the ground surface were calculated to estimate the structures’ maximum response accelerations. In addition, horizontal loading tests were conducted to verify the validity of the method of calculating natural frequencies. Seismic response and structural analyses were performed based on the configurations of the model tests. The applicability of the method for designing parapet levees was verified by comparing the results of the model tests and the numerical analyses.
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1. Introduction

Coastal parapet levees are structures with concrete walls designed to protect human life and property from high waves and tsunamis. They are installed behind the coastline when construction of a seawall near a shore is difficult due to the existence of coastal facilities like fishing ports.[1] In Japan, the performance of major harbor structures is evaluated using seismic coefficients calculated from structures’ dynamic responses according to both ground conditions and design seismic motions determined at the engineering bedrock surface.[2] However, no clear design methods using the design seismic motions have yet been developed for varying coastal levee configurations, and no systems taking their dynamic characteristics into account have been built.

Several field surveys reported that some coastal parapet levees were heavily damaged in the 2011 off the Pacific Coast of Tohoku Earthquake.[3, 4] Since then, studies have examined how the tsunami loading after the earthquake finally lead to the structures’ failure[5], but how the dynamic damage done to the structures by the earthquake before the tsunami arrived has not been made clear. The earthquake’s effect cannot be excluded. It is necessary to understand the seismic performance of coastal parapet levees. This study aimed to establish a design method for evaluating parapet levees’ seismic performance that considers their dynamic characteristics under earthquake conditions by model testing and numerical analysis.

Model testing was carried out using a shaking table to examine the seismic responses of parapet levees to various ground motions. Then natural frequencies were determined by both acceleration response spectra at the ground and Fourier spectral ratios between the ground and the parapet levees. Horizontal loading tests were also performed to calculate the natural frequency. Based on the results of the model testing, seismic response analysis and structural analysis were carried out. In the seismic response analysis, the natural frequencies were evaluated by the Fourier spectral ratio between the ground and the parapet levees. We also estimated their maximum acceleration from the response spectrum. In the structural analysis, a frame model with Winkler spring for piled
pier design set forth in the Japanese design standards \[2\] was applied, and the applicability of the proposed method to the design of parapet levees was assessed.

2. Model shaking test

2.1 Experimental conditions

To examine the seismic behavior of parapet levees, model tests were carried out using a three-dimensional underwater shaking table at the Port and Airport Research Institute, Japan. Models simulated three parapet levee designs with different characteristics. Figure 1 shows the prototype and model cross-sectional dimensions of the structures. Type 1 has a pile foundation and T-type wall. It is located in the Tsugaru shikaigan fishing port in Iwate prefecture. \[6\] Type 2 also has a pile foundation and T-type wall, but its wall is higher and its piles are thicker than Type 1. It is planned to be constructed in the Atohama area of Ofunato port in Iwate prefecture. \[7\] Type 3 has a spread foundation and gravity-type wall, as specified in the Japanese design standards. \[1\] Table 1 shows the experimental conditions. Case 1, Case 3, and Case 4 have dense ground \((D_r=80\%)\), while Case 2 has loose ground \((D_r=50\%)\). Figure 2 shows the plan view and cross-section of Case 1. The ground was formed using Iide silica sand (No. 6, average grain size of about 0.3 mm), and placed using the air pluviation method in order to make the soil layers have the prescribed density. The parapet model to be monitored was set in the center of the tank, with dummy parapet models on either side. The placed ground was 4.0 m long, 1.0 m deep and 1.4 m wide. Two cases at a time (Cases 1, 2 and Cases 3, 4) were carried out simultaneously using a rigid tank 4.0 m long, 2.8 m wide, and 1.5 m deep with a center partition.

![Fig.1 – Parapet levee cross-sections](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental case</th>
<th>Levee type</th>
<th>Ground condition ((D_r))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>pile foundation and T-type wall (Type 1)</td>
<td>dense ((80%))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2</td>
<td>pile foundation and T-type wall (Type 1)</td>
<td>loose ((50%))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3</td>
<td>pile foundation and T-type wall (Type 2)</td>
<td>dense ((80%))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 4</td>
<td>spread foundation and gravity-type wall (Type 3)</td>
<td>dense ((80%))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The scale ratio \(\lambda\) (prototype/model) was set at 30 based on the sizes of the prototypes and testing chamber. Similarity rules for 1G conditions suggested by Iai \[8\] were applied. Table 2 shows the similarity ratios. Materials and scales were set in order to make the flexural rigidity of the piles satisfy the similarity rules. Aluminum (A1070) was selected and the second moments of area were calculated by Eq. (1).

\[
I = \frac{\pi}{64} \left( D^4 - t^4 \right)
\]

\(D\) is the pile diameter (mm), \(t\) is the pile thickness (mm), and \(I\) is the second moment of area (mm\(^4\)).
2.1.1 Shaking test

The shaking tests used nine input waves with varying characteristics. Their time histories are shown in Figure 3. The Mito, Ofunato, Kobe, Miyazaki, and Hachinohe waves are observed seismic motions, and the others are simulated strong motions evaluated taking fault movements into account. The waves’ time scale was compressed according to the similarity rules (1/30^{0.75} = 1/12.8).
2.1.2 Horizontal loading test

Before and after the shaking tests, horizontal loading tests were carried out to examine the natural frequencies of the parapet levees. Before each shaking test, a load was applied until a tiny displacement occurred (~0.01mm) as there was some apprehension about the ground distribution. After each shaking test, load was applied, continuing until the maximum load was attained or the wall fell. Figure 4 is a schematic view of the horizontal loading test. Horizontal force was applied at the wall’s center of gravity using a wire rope by placing sand weights into a container. The horizontal load was measured by a load cell attached to the rope, and horizontal displacement was measured with a laser gauge.

2.2 Experimental results

2.2.1 Seismic responses of parapet levee and ground

Figure 5 shows the location of the accelerometers on the model. Horizontal acceleration was measured by three gauges for the T-type wall (Type 1, Type 2), and two gauges for the gravity-type wall (Type 3). The acceleration at the center of gravity was calculated by Eq. (2), taking the location into consideration. Rotation acceleration at the levee’s center of gravity was calculated by the gap acceleration at the center of gravity using the upper and lower accelerations as in Eq. (3). Rotation acceleration was divided by the height of the center of gravity as in Eq. (4), yielding angular acceleration (Gal/m).

\[
Acc_{GravityCenter} = \frac{H_1}{H} Acc_{Upper} + \frac{1}{2} \frac{H_2}{H} Acc_{Lower1} + \frac{1}{2} \frac{H_2}{H} Acc_{Lower2}
\]  

\[
Rotation Acc_{GravityCenter} = \left(\frac{Acc_{Upper} - Acc_{Lower}}{H/H_1}\right)
\]
AngularAcc_{GravityCenter} = \frac{\text{RotationAcc}_{GravityCenter}}{H_1} \quad (4)

Acc_{GravityCenter} is the horizontal acceleration at the wall’s center of gravity (Gal), Acc_{Upper} is the horizontal acceleration at the upper part of the wall (Gal), Acc_{Lower} is the horizontal acceleration at the lower part of the wall (Gal), RotationAcc_{GravityCenter} is the rotation acceleration at the wall’s center of gravity (Gal), AngularAcc_{GravityCenter} is the angular acceleration at the wall’s center of gravity (Gal/m), H is total height (cm), \( H_1 \) is the height from the center of gravity to the lower part (cm), and \( H_2 \) is the height from the upper part to the center of gravity (cm).

Figure 6 shows the results of the shaking test. Figure 6(a) shows the relationship between the maximum accelerations of the input wave and at the wall’s center of gravity. Figure 6(b) shows the relationship between the maximum input acceleration and angular acceleration. The figures also include the names and shaking orders of the input waves. In Figure 6(a), the maximum acceleration at the center of gravity for Case 2 is clearly smaller than Case 1. The excess pore water pressure ratio for the Kobe wave of Case 2 rose to 0.7, which affected the acceleration response. In Figure 6(b), a large angular acceleration appeared for the spread foundation of Case 4. Otherwise there were relatively small angular accelerations for pile foundations.

2.2.2 Vibration characteristics of parapet levees

Figure 7 shows the relationship between horizontal load and displacement from the horizontal loading test. The figure shows two extended initial gradients before and after shaking. Frequencies in the figure are written at the prototype scale. The initial gradient of Case 1 was a little larger than Case 2, because of its dense ground. Case 3, which has larger piles, also had a large initial gradient due to its solid structural resistance to horizontal loads. The spread foundation type (Case 4) fell down after the shaking test. It had less resistance against horizontal loads than the other cases because it has no piles and shallow footings. The natural period \( T_s \) (natural frequency: \( 1/T_s \)) was calculated by Eq. (5), using the initial gradient as the elastic constant of the structure.

\[ T_s = \frac{2\pi \sqrt{W}}{gK} \quad (5) \]

\( T_s \) is natural period of the structure (s), \( W \) is weight and vertical load (kN), \( g \) is gravity acceleration, and \( K \) is the horizontal spring constant of the structure (kN/m).
Before the shaking tests, Case 3 had the largest elastic constant and natural frequency. After the shaking, its natural frequency was almost unchanged. On the other hand, the natural frequencies after shaking for Cases 1, 2, and 4 were slightly larger than those observed before shaking.

Natural frequencies were also calculated from the Fourier spectral ratios between the ground surface and parapet wall. The spectra were smoothed with Parzen’s spectrum window (bandwidth: 0.3 Hz) and moderate spectral ratio peaks were picked as the natural frequencies. Figure 8 shows the natural frequencies, where the horizontal axis is the maximum acceleration at the base of the shaking table. The figure also shows the order of the shaking tests, and the natural frequencies from the horizontal loading tests are shown as horizontal lines. The natural frequencies evaluated from the spectral ratios were smaller for large accelerations because the stiffness of the ground decreased, associated with larger excitation. The natural frequencies calculated from the horizontal loading test were very similar to those obtained from the spectral ratio with maximum base acceleration lower than 200 Gal. Horizontal loading tests focus on static forces and fine structure displacements, so they might be valid for estimating natural frequencies for small acceleration conditions. However, the differences between the natural frequencies were larger under large seismic conditions, because the natural frequencies obtained from the peak spectral ratios decreased.

2.2.3 Estimation of maximum acceleration response using response spectra

Figure 9 compares maximum accelerations estimated by the response spectra and measured at the parapet levees’ center of gravity in the shaking tests. Response spectra were calculated from time histories at the ground surface, and damping ratios were set at 5% increments up to 55%, with natural frequencies from the spectral ratio used for estimation. The estimated and measured accelerations were strongly correlated at damping ratios from 40% to 55%, and the errors between the two were less than 100 Gal.
3. Numerical analysis

3.1 Flow of numerical analysis

Figure 10 shows the analysis flow, where two-dimensional seismic response and structural analyses were performed focusing on the pile foundations. As in the shaking model test, natural frequencies were obtained from the peak Fourier spectral ratios between the free field ground surface and the levee’s center of gravity. We compared the maximum accelerations estimated from the response spectrum at the free field surface and those from the seismic response analysis. In the structural analysis, natural frequencies were calculated from the elastic constants in the same way as for the horizontal loading tests. We also related the natural frequencies obtained from the structural analysis to the response spectra, and estimated maximum acceleration responses.

![Fig.10 – Numerical analysis flow](image)

3.2 Numerical analysis conditions

3.2.1 Seismic response analysis

FLIP, a finite element analysis program for liquefaction processes, was used for the seismic response analysis.\textsuperscript{[10, 11]} The cross-sections and the parameters are shown in Figure 11 and Table 4. Structural and ground parameters were based on the models used by Nagao et al.\textsuperscript{[9]} in a study of seismic designs for piers. Interacting spring elements were set between the piles and the ground, and parameters for one unit of depth were used for pile elements. Ground parameters were set for three conditions without liquefaction, as per the standard method suggested by Morita et al.\textsuperscript{[12]} The 9 types of input waves\textsuperscript{[9]} were used at the prototype time scale. The Rayleigh damping constant $\beta$ was set as 0.002, considering the natural period and displacement of the ground during excitation.

![Fig.11 – Cross-sections for seismic response analysis](image)
3.2.2 Structural analysis

The N-Pier program was used for structural analysis. The models and parameters are shown in Figure 12. Three ground conditions were adapted to match the seismic response analysis. Since the ground surface was set at the footing’s bottom level due to the program constitution, the confining pressure was corrected by adding a vertical load on the ground surface equivalent to the footing height.

![Fig.12 – Schematic view of structural analysis](image)

The methods and conditions for the structural analysis are shown in Table 5. The subgrade reaction was represented by the springs connected to the pile elements, whose coefficient was calculated by the two methods shown in Table 5(a). One is the method from the Japanese standard for harbor facilities [2] called [Standard 1] here, and the other is the method from the Japanese standard for highway bridges [13, 14] called [Standard 2].
While [Standard 1] estimates the coefficient of subgrade reaction directly from the N-value, [Standard 2] considers elastic modulus $E$, diameter $D$, and a characteristic value $\beta$ of the piles evaluated from the N-value. Furthermore, other conditions were taken into consideration using the coefficient $\alpha$ and the existence of the ground spring connected to the footing. Coefficient $\alpha$ is commonly used to estimate ground resistance in Japanese structural design. This coefficient changes depending on the assumed design conditions. It is usually set as 1.0 for static conditions or 2.0 for seismic conditions. [13] Structural analyses were carried out on the 8 conditions shown in Table 5(b). The natural frequencies were calculated from the initial gradient between the horizontal load and the horizontal displacement of the wall, using Eq. (5), which is the same as the experimental horizontal loading test.

Table 5 – Structural analysis conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficient of horizontal ground resistance $K_p$</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Coefficient of resistance from ground spring $K_g$</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$K_p = \alpha 1500N$</td>
<td>Standard 1</td>
<td>$K_g = \frac{E_0 \beta}{\beta + 1}$</td>
<td>Standard 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{p0} = \frac{1}{0.3} E_0$, $E_0 = 2800N$</td>
<td>Standard 2</td>
<td>$K_{g0} = 1.3 \beta E_0$, $E_0 = 2800N$</td>
<td>Standard 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Numerical analysis results

3.3.1 Parapet levee and ground seismic responses

Figure 13 shows the results of the seismic response analysis. Figure 13(a) shows the relationship between the maximum accelerations of the input waves and the wall’s center of gravity. Acceleration at the center of gravity increased for large input accelerations. At levels above 400 Gal of input acceleration, there were especially large responses for Type 2. Figures 13(b) and (c) show the relationship between the maximum accelerations at the ground surface and the center of gravity. Figure 13(b) shows the results of the numerical analysis (FLIP). In that analysis, the acceleration response at the center of gravity was 1.5 to 2.0 times as large as at the ground surface for Type 2, but only 1.0 to 1.5 times for Type 1. On the other hand, in the shaking tests of Figure 13(c), there were no remarkable differences in maximum acceleration among the levee types. Figure 13(d) shows the relationship of the maximum values of the input acceleration and angular acceleration at the center of gravity. Also in this figure, the angular acceleration for Type 2 is very high at a base acceleration of larger than 400 Gal.

It seems that Type 2 parapet levees rotated easily under large seismic loads in the numerical analysis, and the large horizontal acceleration at the center of gravity was caused by the rotation behavior of the parapet wall.
3.3.2 Vibration characteristics of parapet levees

Natural frequencies calculated by the two different methods, N-Pier and FLIP, are shown in Figure 14. The horizontal axis is the maximum acceleration at the levee’s center of gravity. The natural frequencies calculated by FLIP’s spectral ratios decreased in large accelerations, because FLIP simulated the reduction of soil rigidity considering its non-linear characteristics well. On the other hand, the natural frequencies of the structural analysis stayed constant without regard to acceleration. Among the conditions in table 5(b), Condition 1 calculated minimum frequencies, and Condition 8 calculated maximum frequencies. Comparing the standards for subgrade reaction, Standard 2 calculated larger frequencies than Standard 1, and the ground spring connecting to the footing enhanced the subgrade reaction. As a result, natural frequencies varied by 2 to 3 times depending on the analysis conditions.

The natural frequencies for Type 1, calculated by the FLIP’s spectral ratios, were close to the frequencies calculated by the structural analysis under 300 Gal, as shown in Figure 14. The values calculated in the structural analysis nearly adequate at small accelerations. However, the natural frequencies from the structural analysis for Type 2 were relatively high, and did not fit the natural frequencies of the spectral ratio. The structural analysis focused on the nodal points of the beam, and calculated the natural frequencies using the beam’s displacement. Thus, the structural analysis indicates that it would more difficult to produce horizontal movement than seen for real walls, particularly in the case of tall parapet walls like Type 2 which have high centers of gravity. As a result, Type 2 had relatively high frequencies as calculated by the structural analysis.

3.3.3 Estimation of parapet levee’s maximum accelerations from response spectra

The relationship of the maximum accelerations estimated by the acceleration response spectra at the free field ground surface to those measured at the parapet levees’ centers of gravity is shown in Figure 15. The figure also shows whether the natural frequency was determined by the spectrum ratio or the structural analysis with a prescribed condition. The difference between them was smallest when the damping constant used to calculate the response spectrum was 50% for Type 1 and 30% for Type 2. The acceleration response spectra at the free field ground surface on Ground 2 are shown in Figure 16, which shows three natural frequencies and the maximum acceleration of the parapet wall.

For Type 1, maximum accelerations estimated by the response spectra using the natural frequencies of the spectral ratio corresponded reasonably well with those calculated by the seismic response analysis as shown in Figure 15. The error was also small for frequencies calculated by the structural analysis for both conditions 1 and 8. In Figure 16, for the JR wave and Type 1, the maximum acceleration of the center of gravity is close to the spectrum with a 0.50 damping constant. Although there was a span of about 8 Hz between the natural frequencies, gaps in the response spectrum did not appear, because of the flat shape of the spectrum. Therefore, the maximum acceleration of Type 1 levee could be estimated correctly.

On the other hand, for Type 2 in Figure 15, estimation errors are larger than for Type 1 for both the spectral ratio and the structural analysis methods, and there were particularly great disparities with large accelerations over 500 Gal. In Figure 16, a value of 0.30 for the damping constant h produced the lowest errors overall for the Hachinohe wave, but at that level, the spectrum of the JR wave is underestimated. This might be
the result of rocking behavior by the wall, but this large acceleration for Type 2 did not occur in the experiments on Case 3 in Figure 13. The inconsistency in seismic behavior of the parapet levees between the experiments and analyses needs to be studied in detail.

Fig.15 – Relationship of estimated and analyzed maximum accelerations

Fig.16 – Acceleration response spectrum

4. Conclusions

In this study, model testing and numerical analysis were carried out to establish a design method for evaluating coastal parapet levees’ seismic performance taking their dynamic characteristics under earthquake loads into consideration. As a result, meaningful knowledge, mainly about the calculation of natural frequencies using a frame method and the estimation of maximum acceleration using acceleration response spectra, came to light.
The natural frequencies calculated by the experimental horizontal loading tests and structural frame analysis are similar to each other, and the applicability of the frame method for parapet levees was quite strongly supported. However, it is difficult for structural analysis to simulate the reduction of soil rigidity during earthquakes and the calculated natural frequencies of tall parapet walls like Type 2 were higher than expected. This is likely due to the position of center of gravity on the parapet wall. Although there were some gaps between the calculated natural frequencies, they did not affect the estimation of maximum acceleration by the response spectra, because the spectra were quite flat.

The experiments supported the applicability of the method estimating maximum acceleration using acceleration response spectra. In the numerical analysis, maximum accelerations estimated by the response spectra corresponded well with the measured maximum accelerations for Type 1. However, there were great disparities, particularly with large accelerations for Type 2. These inconsistencies, likely caused by rotation of the parapet levees, need to be studied further.
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